
TIME/DAY THE TEAM
KESSLER FOX FACTOR RERUN HOUSE-FRIEND

0130-0330??, 28 JULY 
2015

Does the intelligent thing and tries to get 
a bit of rest.

Has a small emotional breakdown in the 
privacy of his room. Doesn't sleep much, 
makes breakfast for everyone but delivers 
Kessler's to her room.

Planning in the new planning room! Grabs the fastest, most desperately needed 
shower ever, prepares a report for Agent Tod, 
and plans with Factor!

Is chill and supportive. Police 
scanner reports hospital's 
Code Red has been sorted 
and the hospital is in 
lockdown. Houses were 
egged during the night. An 
officer has been posted 
outside the hospital until 
further notice.

0330ish?, 28 JULY 2015 A brief heart-to-heart happens and apologies are made. Kessler is still too mad to offer 
praise and is wrestling with feelings about Agency policies, but the conversation seems 
to leave them both feeling a bit better.

Coffee, breakfast, planning. Mmm, planning. Makes bag lunches for the 
Agents.

0345-0430, 28 JULY 
2015

Regroup! Go over Kessler's proposition of attacking BETA HQ using prev. obtained Hands of Glory (HoGs) in conjunction with a signal jammer, wild weasel style. Points out there is no time for protracted 
geurilla warfare. Rerun & Factor add that it may be possible to draw out more of BETA's forces by staging another Code White at the hospital via a false CO alarm and mass hysteria caused by Factor's ability at 
City Hall (could at least use the confusion at the hospital as a cover for Agency personnel to install sensors/take advantage of the situation). Fox starts to whip up Amazon email receipts for BETA's maternity 
nurses' personal email accounts to make it look like they were collaborating on building a bomb.

0500, 28 JULY 2015 Meet Agents Tod, Rintintin, Hamelin, and Operator Minsky at Karen's Kitchen. Meeting is not a disaster. BETA has stepped up security detail on 'the ToDMother', indicating 
they've at least NOTICED the extra Agency attention being heaped upon the expectant mother. Agency infiltrator Ashley has been suspended from the hospital for letting Fox in 
and is being held at the police station for questioning later in the day (seems to be some concern over who will be questioning her). The police now suspect Ashley, Fox, Faith 
(Agency) and BETA's 2 maternity nurses are connected. Faith has a BOLO posted on her. When asked, Team assures Tod they were NOT responsible for the bus accident, and 
suspect it was caused by the group that killed the prev. extraction team. Kessler voices her feelings about the situation the team has been placed in by the Agency - Tod seems 
understanding, but unable to do anything but make the best of it.

Works out those friendly 
muscles to further make 
progress on being the 
SUPER FRIENDLY House-
Friend.

THE PLAN: Draw out some of BETA's forces/get their attention by using Factor's abilities to cause a scene of hysteria at City Hall. Weaver will be on hand to sedate Factor and 
get him off the premises. Rerun slips in with people taken to the hospital, expecting BETA to come after him - if left alone, will use time to investigate. Agency personnel at hospital 
can use the opportunity as a distraction to get their stuff done. Staggered with this: Send in undercover operatives to the hotel BETA's using - all equipped with a HoG with which 
to pacify the civilians occupying the building (however many per floor it takes. 2?) Simultaneously, an Agency TAC team is sent to the 3rd floor (BETA's primary HQ on-site). If 
possible, employ a jamming device or utilize Kessler's power to jam BETA's coms in the immediate vicinity. Kessler wants to obtain info from the strike and stick a huge monkey 
wrench into BETA's chain of command.

Agent Tod gives Kessler permission to start preparing strike while Agency higher-ups clear the op. Rerun requests items from previous team so he can try to obtain more 
information about their killers. Fox presents his idea about the Amazon email receipts and is told there are people to help out in making them look more official and they'll take 
care of it. Tod requests team keeps her appraised of plans AHEAD OF TIME, PLEASE. (Yeah, sure.) The Agency will step up its fake surveillance on the ToDMother to continue 
the bluff. Fox requests a spectrum analyzer from Hamelin and Tod for...reasons? Team heads back to house.

0700-0730 Receives word that HQ green-lit assault 
on BETA HQ at 1300. Agency will stage 
comm chatter to give appearance we're 
amassing forces ELSEWHERE. Kessler 
heads out to meet up with Jesse and 
the Mohawks to prep with the rest of the 
TAC team.

Fox hacks the campground website at 
Rerun's request and finds the MurderHobos 
rented the campsite 2 weeks ago for an 
indefinite span of time. Also picks up cans of 
CO from a hardware store.

Hears about a talking raccoon on the 
police scanner. And the hospital will 
come out of lockdown at 0900.

Is waiting for effects of other team to be dropped 
off.

0730-1100 Meets up with Hamelin, Rintintin, Tod, 
and rest of TAC team at Agency HQ. 
Brought box of HoGs, Permanent 
Marker, Rabbit's foot, and egg timer. 
Rm. 12 contains a map of BETA's hotel, 
though everyone acknowledges that 
BETA may have tampered with the 
layout. Mohawks with sledgehammers 
will leads the charge to take out the 
hotel's generators right before the 
assault. 

Grab animal control IDs and go speak with 85 yr-old Mr. Garner who called in about 
talking raccoon. Raccoon is indeed the missing Louie, and we would like to adopt this 
sassy guy. Gaslight old man by informing him Louie is a cat. Go team! Louie doesn't 
know what happened to the prev. team, beyond the fact that an extranatural sensor 
tripped and they went to investigate. Their operators went to investigate/try to help 
when they heard shouting and shooting. Louie intelligently booked it when no one 
came back.

Rerun eventually gets delivery of prev. team's effects from Minsky and locks 
himself in his room with them and the Monkey Statue. Top Gun poofs in and is 
supportive. Rerun postcogs Chatterbox's guns and only gets impressions of 
panicked shooting. (Minsky waits outside House-friend in her car.)

Meets Agent Emet, the Golem of 
Prague, who is reading the Torah. 
Seems like a surreal experience.

Heading back to House-Friend! Louie shows off his abilities. Also turns into a purple 
MLP with a cigar cutie mark. Classy.

Postcogs Chatterbox's clothes and has an intensely bad time experiencing the 
torture inflicted by the MurderHobos. Is unable to get much objective info, just 
that the MurderHobos consist of 1 woman and 2 men, and that Chatterbox 
ultimately answered any questions asked before they killed him. Thinks he 
MIGHT be able to identify the 2 men of the MurderHobos group (can def. ID the 
woman based on earlier postcog). Top Gun stays with Rerun for the duration.

1130, 28 JULY 2015 Pre-assault prep-montage!! Introduces Louie to House-Friend. Also gets 
to hear about Louie's Agency life. Louie 
becomes a baby-Kessler at Fox's request, 
then swaps to a pomeranian.

House-Friend unlocks Rerun's door for Factor. Rerun works on pulling himself together 
and updating Factor on what little he learned. Rerun grabs a quick and cold shower.

1200, 28 JULY 2015 Hamelin calls. Better get going on that Code White. Rerun, Factor, and Fox pile into car, feel OK about leaving Louie with House-Friend, 
pick up Weaver, and head off for City Hall. (Rerun pockets Monkey statue and Fork.) Rerun and Fox split up cans of CO between the 
two of them. Reach City Hall - Fox goes in first and blasts into position in the 2nd floor bathroom, hopefully out of range of Factor's AOE. 
Factor, Rerun, and Weaver head inside and Rerun makes awkward smalltalk with the receptionist until Fox phones down that there's no 
TP and please halp. Receptionist heads upstairs, Fox texted to kick things off and sets off bathroom CO alarm. Other alarms seem to 
pick up the activation, and as people start moving about, Factor activates his AOE. Unfortunately, Weaver and Rerun get caught up in 
the effect. Factor gets more-or-less overwhelmed by the feedback, Weaver starts attacking a wall, Rerun can see Nemesis coming and 
starts trying to drag Factor away to safety. Oh, and mass panic erupts. Fox calls 911, pretends to pass out and/or die mid-call and goes 
downstairs - wrestles away a syringe of sedatives from Weaver in exchange for getting decked. Injects half of syringe into Rerun and the 
other half into Weaver, but is unable to drag them out of the building. EMTs and firefighters arrive on the scene and stop Fox from 
injecting Factor with anything. Fox claims Factor is his husband and is allowed to ride in the ambulance with him to the ED. Rerun, 
Factor, Weaver, and 5-8 other people are deemed unconscious enough to be strapped to gurneys and driven to hospital via ambulance. 
(Approx. 7 min. ride, according to Gmaps.)

House-Friend house-parties 
with new house friend, Louie.

1300, 28 JULY 2015 Agency vans and RVs rumble up to 
BETA hotel. Power is cut via blunt force 
trauma to machinery and the rest of 
Mohawks immediately slash ALL tires in 
the parking lot. Agency personnel with 
HoGs get into position on ground and 
1st floors of hotel. Kessler, Emet, and 
their teams head up one flight of stairs 
to second floor - Kessler breaks the 
lock. Rintintin and his team take oposite 
stairwell - Rintintin can smell BETA on 
other side of 3rd floor door. On 
Kessler's side, Jesse supplies 
breaching charges for 3rd floor stairwell 
door, which is also locked. Door 
crashes onto 3 BETA agents. Shots 
fired. 


